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THIS GIRL LAUGHS,
THIS GIRL CRIES,
THIS GIRL DOES NOTHING.
by Finegan Kruckemeyer

“It was heartbreaking and funny and you could never get bored.”
Collfiasa, aged 11
“I absolutely adored it. It was interesting and hilarious and I couldn’t get
bored of it even if I watched it 100 times. I think that every single person in
the world should see it at least once. I loved it. I hope we can come back soon
to watch another play.”
Rebecca aged 9
“The play was dramatic, action, happy, sad, there was adventure and joy. I
would love to see it again. I would give it five stars.”
Aislinn, aged 10
“The play makes you happy and sad and excited...the crazy thing was that
there was four actors in the play and loads of characters. I would
recommend it.”
Torin, aged 9

CHILDRENS
FESTIVALS 2019;
THE NUMBERS
Roola Boola
Lollipop
Bauladh Bos
Everyman Family Season
Schools Performances
TOTAL

296
48
347
113
490
1,294

The most important thing is always the telling of the story – children
demand imagination and clarity and adults deserve it. This is the
secret of fables and fairytales and it's the standard by which all
children’s theatre can be best judged. By that measure and plenty
others besides, This Girl succeeds admirably.

TRASNA
-in development-

This is a story of learning to navigate the strangeness of
a new world. What things do we leave behind? What
must we build to survive, find happiness and make a
new home?
Trasna is a bilingual piece that features an actor and
musician who create a storytelling duet exploring the
theme of migrations. Using “The Arrival” by Shaun Tan
as inspiration, this piece was devised by Graffiti’s Artist
Director Niall Cleary and Associate Director Síle Ní
Bhroin in collaboration with Set Designer Olan Wrynn,
Actor Damian Punch and Musician and theatre maker
Grace Kiely.
Trasna is designed as a family theatre piece and is
particularly suitable for children aged 8+
It will receive its world premiere at Cork Midsummer
2020.

Trasna Scene 5 draft in development
Market/New World Scene - New language and a new friend
First visit to Market: The Man wakes up on the first full day, registers his strange
surroundings. He has no food. He picks up the Bird’s food again and sniffs it. No. (He
accidentally summons the bird but has no letter). Man checks the map for his route to
the Market, brings a bag with him and his camera and sets off. Practice new numbers
in the lift. This is his first and confusing trip to the market. He tries to cross the road and is surprised by the directions and speed of the traffic. He is required to balance
across one of the crossing sections. He looks around him in some awe at the city. He
sees the market and approaches the stall. Stall Holder greets him enthusiastically and
realises that he is new and does not understand.
Stall Holder: Gaad marnung! Wolcamo! Haw iro yae?
Man: Ehh, Dia duit...gabh mo leithscéal … Hello!
Stall Holder: ihhh Holla! Yae’ro now. Wolcamo. Whon dud yae arruvo?
Man: Cad é??
Stall Holder: Ih. Ut’s ak. Whit cin U got far yae tadiy? (indicates the stall)
Man: Eh ...tá ocras orm ...bia??
Stall Holder: Bia?
Man: ag ithe? (mimes)
Stall Holder: ihi, faad! Yae’ro hengry! Af caerso! Faad!
Man: Fad.
Stall Holder: (corrects his pronunciation gently) Faad.
Man: Faad. Sea. Faad.
Stall Holder: Yos! Vory gaad. U hivo semo vory funo freut horo - soo?
Man: Faad? Cad é sin.
Stall Holder: Horo - try thas!
Man: Go raibh maith agat (goes to bite in to the orange)
Stall Holder: Na na na na! Nat luko thit! Horo (takes up another orange and
demonstrates) - luko thus.
Man: Ahhh “luko thus” - feicim, sea.
Stall Holder: Ind thon yae thraw iwiy thus - nat gaad.
Man: (copies him)
Stall Holder: Ind NAW yae oit ut - dolucuaes!
Man: (copies him and is amazed by the taste and juiciness) O go hálainn!
Stall Holder: Dolucuaes! Thit’s faer crawns (mimes money)
Man: Dolucuaes! (takes out money and vulnerably offers it)
Stall Holder: Ano, twa, throo, faer - think yae.
Man: Faer! (he is concerned at how little money he has)
Stall Holder: Cin U got yae inythung olso tadiy? (shows stall)
Man: O, tá sé sin go deas (looking at a light fitting)
Stall Holder: Boietufel! Bet fufty crawns … whit da yae hivo thoro? (indicates the
camera bag)
Man: O, mo cheamara! Féach, mar seo - “luko thus” (demonstrates the camera in
action, much to the shock of the Stall Holder, who is then very impressed indeed.

Stall Holder: Ut’s mo!
Man: Mo!
Stall Holder: Na, mo. Mo, yae.
Man: Mo. Yae.
Stall Holder: Far thus puctero, U wull gavo yae thus, ind thus. Ind thus. (maybe he
briefly cooks one of the items as a demonstration)
Man: Ó! Go raibh maith agat! “Tink yae”
Stall Holder: Think yae (corrects his pronunciation)
Man: Think yae.
Stall Holder: Think yae!
Man: Think yae! Slán. Think yae!
The man leaves with his purchases and makes his way a little bit more confidently
back to the apartment, practising the language he has learned. In the lift, he is
almost conversational with the numbers. He is a little bit confident. When he gets
home,he sets about cooking a meal. Nothing in the kitchen works as he expects it to,
but he manages. Before he settles down, he takes out the camera thoughtfully.
Perhaps his photography could be a currency or foothold in the new world...

HERE ON A HIGH
HILL
-current commission-

Here, on a High Hill
A new play concept by Finegan Kruckemeyer for Graffiti Theatre
What may our tale be? If this stage is a diving board, into what imagined landscape do
we leap? Colin’s parents are building a new house in the valley, after their old house in
the valley fell down. They’re trying to build it up exactly as it was, like nothing has
changed, but Colin thinks that’s a mistake. Because something has changed – they
have changed. Where before they were light, now his family is heavy – when the wind
whistles through the eaves, they go quiet and their eyes are big and worried. They lost
a home once, so they know it could happen again.
Leanne is leaving. She’s not sure where to yet, or how far yet, or with who yet, but
there is a bus stop in her town, and she intends to use it. She will carry her pencils, she
will carry her memories, but she will not carry much else. She will leave unsure and one
day, some day, she will return knowing.
Eileen is a thief. But not malicious – she’s just trying to perfect the craft of it. Lately
she’s been going into houses nearby and taking only blue things, things no one would
notice and that won’t be missed, but that act as a tally of her ever-quicker fingers and
lighter feet. She’s advanced to pickpocketing, taking what she can but then leaving it
on the road, so the finder thinks it simply dropped. She knows she has to get good at
this – she’s just not sure why yet.
Farouk is tending the small cemetery where his mother lies. First, he kept just her plot
neat and tidy. But then he noticed how shabby this made her neighbour’s look (a Mr M.
Bartlet, d. 1977 RIP), so he did that one too. And that made him think about how his
mum always said (in those strange floating years after they first arrived) to forge
community – to put time into the ones you live amongst. And so they did. And it was
great. But now this is her community, he realises, not lived with, but dead with. And so
he tends the lot of them. And in doing so (every so often, in the dawn before school,
the odd evening after football practice) he notices not just those who are always here,
the silent and predictable folk sleeping their long sleeps, but the ones who come and
go as well. There are the expected – the elderly, who visit their loves. The children,
greeting parents. The parents, children.
And there are the unexpected – the boy from the valley whose house fell down, who
only ever visits the one same stone with the worn-off inscription, who’s angry at
school but calm here. The Donovan girl who sits in the sunshine and ignores the dead,
just draws her drawings of the streets and houses below. Eileen from the posh
boarding place who stores strange knick-knacks (lately all blue) in the abandoned
mausoleum and thinks no one knows.
One tends to the past.
One sketches the present.
One hoards for the future.
And one expects the worst.
So when it – the worst – does happen, to their town in the distance, four teenagers
find themselves here, on a high hill, bearing witness. Armed with only pencils, and
trinkets, and tools, and secrets, the task of what happens next, falls to them.

FINEGAN KRUCKEMEYER
Finegan has had 94 commissioned plays performed on five continents
and translated into eight languages. He has received 36 awards (at least
one each year since 2002) including the 2017 Mickey Miners Lifetime
Achievement Award for services to international theatre for young
audiences, the 2015 David Williamson Award for Excellence in Australian
Playwrighting, and an inaugural Sidney Myer Creative Fellowship.
This year 81 seasons of 18 plays are presented globally, with seasons in
eight countries and five languages. In Germany, he is represented by
Rowohlt Agency.
To date, Finegan’s plays have had seasons in: 200 international festivals;
all Australian states/territories; eight US national tours; five UK national
tours; and at the Sydney Opera House (six works), Scotland’s Imaginate
Festival (four works), New York’s Lincoln Center for the Arts (three works),
DC’s Kennedy Center for the Arts (three works), Ireland’s Abbey Theatre
(two works) and Shanghai’s Malan Flower Theatre (two works).

What is a Youth Theatre?
‘Youth Theatre is a place to let go, a place to be yourself.’ – Niamh, aged 12
‘Youth Theatre is a place where your imagination doesn’t die.’ – Sloane, aged
15
‘Youth Theatre helps you come out of your shell’. – Ruby Aged 14
‘It’s a place where you learn new things and experience new things.’ –
Natalie, aged 11
‘It’s a place where you try out new ideas – you might do a comedy scene,
you might create a character, you might make up a dance!’ - Sarah Age 10
‘You become a family and learn to appreciate each other, no matter what!’ –
Nathan, aged 13
‘We love and cherish you, no matter how weird you are” – Ella, aged 14

ACTIVATE
YOUTH
THEATRE

Testimonials
Activate Youth Theatre Members and Parents
“My name is Olwyn Patterson and I am a member of Activate Senior. The
workshops we attend on a Wednesday are definitely one of the highlights of my week.
Even though I am in Leaving Cert I still make the time to go to the workshops simply
because I love it so much. The atmosphere is always joyful, and I know that if I am
having a bad week at school that attending a 2-hour workshop will not only brighten my
day but allow me to clear my mind and express how I am feeling. The opportunities I
have had at Activate in my three short years have been nothing short of sublime. We
are always encouraged to explore our creative talents. It’s Incredible. We are
encouraged to express ourselves and to think outside the limits of our own creativity.
An idea from a young person is never shut down. We only produce shows that we as
Activate members are passionate about. The youth voice is at the centre of everything
we do, and I believe that is something extremely special and rare. From day one I have
always felt respected and included in Activate and Graffiti as a
whole. I never once felt that as a young person my opinion wasn’t important or that I
was being treated like a child. I truly felt my influence and value to the company when I
was asked to attend a strategic planning meeting. While I thought traditionally only
adults or business partners were given the privilege to have a say in the future of this
company, the Graffiti staff extended a welcome to the young people and I felt
that my views and ideas were heard and taken on board. I feel confident that Graffiti
places trust in the young people who attend the youth theatres and get involved in the
programmes and workshops to have our say in what the future of the company looks
like and what we would like the company to do for us. ”
Olywn Patterson, aged 17
Activate Youth Theatre Member
”My daughter, Ellie will be 18 in May. She has been attending Activate
Youth Theatre in Graffiti Theatre for 3 years. To say she has benefited greatly from her
time there would be an understatement. Ellie goes to Graffiti every Wednesday from
6.45-9.00pm. No matter how busy she is and no matter what else is going on in her life
she will never miss a workshop. It is definitely the highlight of her week. Ellie had no
previous experience in acting or drama. The inclusive manner in which the workshops
are facilitated, and the outstanding quality of tuition have been very helpful to Ellie. The
leaders are great role models for teenagers and all her tutors have been really good
influences on Ellie. Her confidence and overall happiness have undoubtedly increased
as a direct result of being involved in Graffiti. She has learned so many wonderful life
skills outside of acting, writing, directing and collaborating. Our family as a whole very
much appreciate how much Ellie gets from being involved in such a wonderful
initiative. She is extremely fortunate to be part of it. The friends she has made through
Graffiti are such a very positive influence on Ellie. Teenage years can be difficult, and
we are fully aware of how lucky Ellie is to have had all the benefits of Graffiti through
most of this vulnerable life stage. Ellie is a happier, healthier person because of Graffiti
Theatre. Thank you to everyone involved.”
Jim O’ Connell
Parent

CURRENT PROJECT
Migrations is a collaborative theatre project involving Activate Youth
Theatre, Graffiti Theatre Company and artist Hanan Sheedy. Over 6
months, members from the 3 different strands of Activate Youth Theatre
will work towards an original, devised piece of theatre to be showcased in
April 2020. Using a collection of postcards and short sections of writing
entitled Migrations: Open Hearts, Open Borders by Sean Tan, Migrations
will be a collaborative response to the different acts of migration that
occur across the world, and what migration means for young people.
Migrations are being supported by the National Youth Council of Ireland’s
Artist In Residency Grant.

EXCITING PLANS FOR 2021
Tuesdays are Just As Bad
The AYT Youth Council has made an application to the
Youth Ensemble Scheme (2020) to produce a stage
adaptation of ‘Tuesdays are Just as Bad’ by Cork
Young Adult Fiction writer Cathen Leahy.
This initiative has emerged from a 2019 interview of
the writer by Activate Youth Theatre members at the
West Cork Lit Festival in an interview series facilitated
by Graffiti.
Graffiti has supported Activate in their YES
application. We are not seeking funding in this
application for this project.

“YPP is invaluable to young people. It is undeniably one of the best
things that could have happened to me. Commonly, the sensational
ideas of our generation are looked down upon and disdained, but not
here. I am encouraged to be unconditionally myself, my opinions are not
just tolerated, but valued. I feel so free, but so supported at the same
time. It’s wonderful, but it’s rare, and that’s why more opportunities like
this need to present themselves to young people. And equally when
they do arise, they’ve got to be cherished.
I want people to have this experience after me, because wherever there
is youth, there is suppressed talent that needs to be brought forth,
nurtured and developed. This programme is unique and it is remarkable
and must continue running if the voices of young people are to be
heard.”
Lily Bannon, aged 15
Young Playwright

YOUNG
PLAYWRIGHTS

YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS’ PROGRAMME 2019
The Young Playwrights’ Programme gave eight young
people the chance to participate in a series of free play
writing workshops, culminating in a professionally
directed and performed staged reading of their work
at The Everyman as part of the Cork Midsummer Festival
2019. Over a series of workshops between January and
June 2019 the eight Young Playwrights had the
opportunity to work with professional writing mentors
John McCarthy and Katie Holly to create a short script
that was staged at the Cork Midsummer Festival. In
addition, the young playwrights were invited by The
Everyman to attend selected performances throughout
the programme and became the youngest delegates at
Cork Midsummer Festival 2019 The Young Playwrights’
Programme 2019 included a strand as Gaeilge, supported
by Foras na Gaeilge, to mentor a young writer in their
Irish language script development.

SAMPLE SCRIPT
How long does it take to get to Meath?
By Éadaoin O’Neill

The stage is brightly lit
Three chairs are in the middle of the stage, two in front and one in the middle,
behind, to look like the seats in a car. Sile is standing at the side of the stage, in
a black dress, her hands cupping her mouth, shouting into the offstage
Sile: For the last time! Will ye get into the car!
Kathleen runs onto the stage, frantically, in a leotard and tutu, with pigtails on.
Kathleen: Sorry, Mammy! I was just practising my dance
Sile looks Kathleen up and down
Sile: Oh for feck sake. Would you not put on the dress I laid out for you?
Kathleen: EhhKathleen and Sile stare at each other.
Sile: Sure feck it. There’s no time now. Just get into the car
Kathleen: What shoes will I wear, Mam?
Sile: I couldn’t care less at this stage, Kathleen! Just. Get. In. The CAR!
Sile turns to the empty space to call Peadar. While she’s not looking, Kathleen
pulls on a pair of yellow wellington boots.
Sile: Will ya come on, Peadar! You’re worse than any woman
Peadar comes strolling onto the stage calmly, in a black, adidas tracksuit,
runners and a denim jacket. Meanwhile, Kathleen sits into the chair at the
back.
Sile: What are you doing with that hideous tracksuit on ya? At the age of 13
and you still can’t even dress yourself?
Peadar: Relax Mam. Granda got it for me.
Sile: Oh. Right. Just please get in the car before I have a banger.

Peadar turns and starts to walk towards the car.
Peadar: Calm down Mam
Sile: Peadar! When has anyone ever calmed down after being told to calm
down?!
Peadar rolls his eyes and gets into the front seat, followed by Sile. She starts
the car and they hit the road.
Sile: Ye have my heart broken, I tell ye. Do ye know how long it takes to get to
Meath?
Peadar: Go on, how far?
Sile: About 4 hours. That’s absolutely bating the road. And we have to be there
by 2. So, we’re already an hour late. Fecking. Brilliant.
Peadar: Relax, Mam! Granda’s not going anywhere...
Sile shoots Peadar an annoyed, sad look
Peadar: (frowning) Sorry Mam.
A few seconds pass
Sile: Pass me an apple there Kathleen, I’m starved. I forgot to have any
breakfast because I was too busy trying to get ye to into the car!
Peadar rolls his eyes. Kathleen gives an apple to Sile. Sile starts to eat the apple
Peadar: Is there one for me?
Kathleen: (fake laughs) Ha! It’s not like you need it.

Free Creative Writing workshops for Children and
Young People, Delivered every Monday and
Tuesday in Partnership with Fighting Words. Fun
and inclusive storytelling where children are the
authors.

FIGHTING
WORDS

“I found the workshop exciting and creative and my
favourite thing about it was getting our own book.”
Katherina, aged 9
“This is the best day I have ever had since I moved here.”
Ava, aged 8
“I loved it and I thought it was really fun and the people
were really kind and made us laugh and I would love to
come back.”
Tadgh, aged 9

“I've just returned from chatting to a very happy group of
4th class children. They thoroughly enjoyed the workshop
and were all so very proud of the work they did while
attending.
Both the class teacher and SNA commented on how
wonderful and beneficial the workshop was for children of
all abilities.
Thanks again for giving the children of our school such a
wonderful opportunity to be creative!”
Teacher
“Fantastic Workshop - inspiring! Every child was given the
chance to shine.”
Teacher

BEAG is our early childhood arts experience programme aimed
at children from birth to age 3. A sensory-based, interactive
performance and artistic play experience. Imagination,
creation and self-expression are core elements to our
programme which remains ground-breaking in the early years
arts and education sector.
BEAG’s beating heart is the children it serves, the artists who
create and the childcare workers with whom we collaborate.
BEAG operates in direct provision centres, with The Traveller
Visibility Group as well as arts centres, festivals and a growing
number of creches and childcare settings.

BEAG

“Profoundly moving and humbling. The characters
brought me to tears. A must see for everyone”.
Eleanor T Moore
Principal Community Officer with the HSE

HOLIDAY INN

Holiday Inn
By Cillian Sheehan
“In the beginning it’s like a holiday, an escape from
the pain of the outside world. But therecomes a point
in every holiday where you just want to go home.”
Fifteen hundred homeless families in Ireland and
growing every day. The Dohertys are one of them.
Unable to keep up with rising rent prices, they find
themselves, like so many others, exiled to a hotel,
trapped in a couple of 4x4 rooms. Holiday Inn was a
unique and intimate piece of site-specific theatre
which invites us to take a closer look in the life of one
such family.
Written by Cillian Sheehan, a participant on the Young
Playwrights Programme. Presented by Activate Youth
Theatre in association with Graffiti Theatre Company
as part of the Cork Midsummer Festival.
Cilliann Sheehan was a member of Activate Youth
Theatre for six years. It was through his involvement
with Activate that he discovered The Young
Playwrights Programme. Graffiti invited Cillian to
write a piece of theatre for the Midsummer Festival.

Holiday Inn by Cillian Sheehan
The scene opens with four people in a small empty hotel room. We hear the
characters before we see them - voices coming down the hall towards the
room. It's the sound of a family arguing, but it's light hearted and not too
serious. They come to a stop outside the door and after a moment it beeps
and opens. The family enter: Liz, the mother, enters first carrying a grocery
bag of cheap food. Her children follow her in - Sean is 18, Aisling 16 and Erin
7.
Sean: Alright, how about this: you have to either live in Canada or Australia.
Which one do you pick?
Aisling: Oh, Canada, obviously.
Sean: Okay but why?
Aisling: Australia's too hot. I'd fucking burn to death.
Liz: Aisling!
Aisling: (Laughing) It's true though!
Sean: Erin, how about you?
Erin: Australia!
Sean picks her up and throws her on the bed as she whoops in excitement.
Sean: Why Australia?
Erin: I like the animals.
Aisling: But they have animals in Canada too. Like, bears and moose and
things.
Erin: But they're not good animals!
Sean: (Nodding) I'm gonna have to go with Erin on this one. If we're basing it
just on animals, Australia wins hands down. You can't beat a kangaroo if
you're looking to see some cool wildlife.
Erin: Make me a kangaroo Sean!
Sean picks up Erin and bounces her around the room, making 'Boing' sounds
while Erin laughs. Aisling watches them with amusement. Sean accidentally
knocks her into the table where Liz has been unloading the groceries and
spills them onto the floor.
Liz: Just...stop.
Sean puts Erin down. There is silence.

Liz: Sorry. I didn't mean to sound angry.
Sean: It's fine, Mom. Here. (He quickly picks the stuff off the floor and
puts it back on the table) Uh, Erin do you wanna play with your toys?
She nods and goes over to the corner to her toys. Sean sits down next to
her. Aisling lies on her bed, leaning against the wall. She takes out a
sketchpad and begins doodling, scowling up at Liz every now and then..
Liz continues to unpack groceries for a minute before giving up and
sitting down heavily on the other bed.
When they speak now it is as if they are alone.
Liz: (She raises her head and lets out a deep sigh before speaking.)
Sixty-three days. That's how long it's been. The number keeps going up
and up and up and I can't do anything to stop it. It's the last thing I think
before going to sleep each night, when I know I've achieved nothing that
day and now the count has to go up again. Sixty-three days my family
has been living without a home. None of the others know about the
count. It's not exactly something you bring up at the dinner table. "Hey,
guess what guys! Now we've been homeless for nine weeks! Isn't that
amazing!"
Pause. She picks up a pack of cookies still lying on the floor and
examines it for a moment.
No, when I talk to them, I try and stay on the bright side of things. I try
and keep it light, make it seem like a game or an adventure. Sometimes
it's hard to keep the happy face on though. Sean understands, and he
tries his best to help. (She looks over at him) I didn't mean to yell at him
there, they were only having a bit of fun. He's doing okay, I think. It's the
younger two I'm worried about. Aisling is in fifth year now and Lord knows
this isn't what she needed. She was always a highly strung child, getting
stressed out by little things like being late or not packing a lunch. And
now, as she's getting ready for the final push before she's out the door
and into college, she loses her home.
She opens the cookies and holds them out to Aisling, making a deliberate
effort to sound upbeat.
Aisling, d'you want a cookie?
Aisling: (Without looking up) Nope
(Beat)
Liz: What are you drawing?
The sound of the drawing becomes sharper and angrier.

CREATIVE
LEARNING

Creative Learning provides young people with the
opportunity to explore and question the world
using drama techniques and theatre practice.
Workshops are highly participative and fun,
interactive and creative.

“It is an inclusive workshop accessible to all abilities and perfectly
addresses issues regarding diversity and multiculturalism within our
school community and the wider community. I would highly
recommend these workshops for schools wanting to explore
diversity.”
Jonathan Barry, TY Coordinator
North Monastery Secondary School, Cork

Audience Encounters 2019
This Girl Laughs (Production)

1294

*Youth Theatre

1930

Fighting Words

953

** BEAG

1548

Young Playwrights

210

Write Club

96

Creative Learning

3487

Co Presenting ALSA/Bombinate
(Productions)

380

Kabin Crew

119

READ ON

127

Total audience encounters

10142

*For Youth Theatre there are approximately 60 young people attending multiple
workshops and events
**For BEAG there are children having multiple encounters

Graffiti is proudly supported by the Arts Council

